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In a companion paper by Cohen-Adad et al. we introduce the spine generic quantitative
MRI protocol that provides valuable metrics for assessing spinal cord macrostructural and
microstructural integrity. This protocol was used to acquire a single subject dataset across
19 centers and a multi-subject dataset across 42 centers (for a total of 260 participants),
spanning the three main MRI manufacturers: GE, Philips and Siemens. Both datasets
are publicly available via git-annex. Data were analysed using the Spinal Cord Toolbox to
produce normative values as well as inter/intra-site and inter/intra-manufacturer statistics.
Reproducibility for the spine generic protocol was high across sites and manufacturers,
with an average inter-site coefficient of variation of less than 5% for all the metrics. Full
documentation and results can be found at https://spine-generic.rtfd.io/. The datasets and
analysis pipeline will help pave the way towards accessible and reproducible quantitative MRI
in the spinal cord.

Background & Summary

Quantitative MRI (qMRI) aims at providing objective continuous metrics that specifically reflect the morphology,
microstructure and/or chemical composition of tissues1,2, thereby enabling deeper insight and understanding of
disease pathophysiology. While qMRI techniques have been successfully implemented in the brain for several
decades, they remain largely underutilized for spinal cord (SC) imaging in both clinical and research settings,
mostly as a direct consequence of the many challenges that need to be overcome in order to acquire good quality
data3,4. In a companion paper5, we introduce the spine generic protocol for acquiring high-quality qMRI of the
human SC at 3 Tesla (T). The spine generic protocol includes relevant sequences and contrasts for calculating
metrics sensitive to macrostructural and microstructural integrity: T1w and T2w imaging for SC cross-sectional
area (CSA) computation, multi-echo gradient echo for gray matter CSA, as well as magnetization transfer and
diffusion weighted imaging for assessing white matter microstructure.
To demonstrate the practical implementation and reproducibility of the spine generic protocol, single subject
and multi-subject datasets were acquired across multiple centers. Relevant qMRI metrics were calculated using
a fully-automatic analysis pipeline, and those metrics were compared within site, across sites (within manufacturer), and across different manufacturers. The generated normative values will be useful as reference for future
clinical studies.

Methods

Data acquisition. Single-participant and multi-participant datasets were acquired across multiple centers
(see details below). The scan operator (researcher or MR technician) was instructed to follow the spine-generic
protocol5. Briefly, each participant was positioned in the head-first supine position. The following sequences were
run: localizer, 3D sagittal T1w, 3D sagittal T2w, 2D axial diffusion weighted echo planar imaging (30 directions at
a b-value of 800 s/mm2), 3D axial gradient echo with/without an MT pulse and an additional T1w scan, 2D axial
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multi-echo gradient echo. Data were collected, organized and analyzed according to a fully-documented procedure available at https://spine-generic.rtfd.io.

Ethical compliance. We have complied with all relevant ethical regulations. Local ethics committees of the
participating institutions listed in Online-only Table 1 approved the study protocol. Signed informed consent
was obtained from all participants under the compliance of the corresponding local ethics committee and stored
in the corresponding local research center under responsibility of the local principal investigator/s (listed as
“Contact” in the Online-only Table 1).
Single subject.

The same participant (JCA, 38 y.o., male) was scanned at 19 different centers within 77 days.
This represents a “best case scenario” in terms of reproducibility because the participant was very familiar with
being scanned, knew how to position himself in the scanner and how to breathe, directly interacted with the MR
technician at each site to ensure the standard operating procedure (SOP) was understood, and was able to adapt
the sequence parameters on the scanner if the protocol was not imported properly (e.g., hardware or software
version incompatibility).

Multiple subjects.

In order to evaluate a more realistic (routine) scenario, 42 different groups worldwide
with varying levels of expertise each scanned six different healthy participants (3 males, 3 females), aged between
19 and 56 y.o., median age 28 y.o., resulting in 260 data sets. Participant-specific list of age and sex distribution
is available at https://github.com/spine-generic/data-multi-subject/blob/r20201130/participants.tsv. Each group
used the spine generic protocol and SOP, and obtained consent to scan and upload participants’ anonymized data
onto a publicly-available repository. Anatomical scans (T1w, T2w) where facial features are visible were “defaced”
before being released to the public domain using pydeface6. Some centers equipped with more than one system
were asked to scan 6 different participants on each scanner, although they were also given the possibility to scan
the same 6 participants across systems for convenience. In the latter case, this could slightly bias the inter-site
coefficient of variation (COV), however it would not affect the inter-manufacturer COV. The list of centers and
scanner models is shown in Online-only Table 1.
Data from each participant was then entered into the processing pipeline described in the next section. COVs
were computed within site and manufacturers, and compared across manufacturers.

Data processing. Data were processed using Spinal Cord Toolbox (SCT) v5.0.17 and spine-generic v2.6
(https://github.com/spine-generic/spine-generic/releases/tag/v2.6). The processing pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 1
and is fully documented at https://spine-generic.rtfd.io. Briefly, for the T1w scan, the SC was segmented using
deep-learning8, vertebral levels were identified9 and the SC was registered to the PAM50 template10 using the C3
and C5 vertebrae as labels. Then, the SC CSA was computed slice-wise (corrected for angulation between the SC
and the slice) and averaged between the C2 and C3 vertebral levels. For the T2w scan, the SC was segmented8,
registered with the PAM50 template using the transformation from the T1w scan and the CSA was computed and
averaged between C2 and C3. For the ME-GRE (T2*w) scan, the SC8 and gray matter (GM)11 were segmented
and registered with the PAM50 template using the transformation from the T1w scan. Then, GM CSA was computed and averaged between C3 and C4. For the magnetization transfer (MT) protocol, the SC on the GRE-T1w
scan was segmented8 and registered with the PAM50 template using the initial transformation from the T1w
scan. GRE-MT1 and GRE-MT0 scans were registered to the GRE-T1w scans using an automatically-generated
mask tightly fitting the SC for more accurate registration. Magnetization transfer ratio (MTR) and MTsat12 were
computed and their values extracted for the white matter (WM) between C2 and C5 using the WM probabilistic
atlas13. For the diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) scan, the time series of diffusion-weighted scans were averaged
and the SC was segmented so that a mask could be created around it. The time series were motion-corrected
using slice-wise 2D transformations regularized along z7, with time-adjacent volumes grouped together for
increased robustness14. The PAM50 template was then registered to the DWI dataset using the initial transformation from the T1w scan and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) metrics were computed using the weighted least
squares fitting algorithm implemented in Dipy15 and wrapped in SCT’s function sct_dmri_compute_dti.
No post-processing was performed. Lastly, DTI metrics were extracted within the WM between C2 and C5.
Processing was run on a supercomputer cluster (https://docs.computecanada.ca/wiki/Graham), by distributing 32x OpenMP jobs across 9 nodes in parallel (each node equipped with 2 x Intel E5-2683 v4 Broadwell
@ 2.1 GHz, with 128GB reserved RAM), enabling us to process all 260 participants in parallel (one participant
per CPU core). Software parallelization was achieved using Python’s multiprocessing package available in SCT’s
sct_run_batch. Total processing times were 37 min (single subject) and 40 min (multi-subject).
Statistics.

Intra- and inter-manufacturer differences were tested using a one-way ANOVA. Post-hoc analyses testing pairwise differences across manufacturers were performed using the Tukey Honestly Significant
Difference (HSD) using the family-wise error rate to account for multiple comparisons. Significance level was set
to p = 0.05. Interactive plots available online were generated with Plotly (https://plotly.com/).

Data Records

The two datasets associated with this publication are:
•
•

The Spine Generic Public Database (Single Subject)16
The Spine Generic Public Database (Multi-Subject)17
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Fig. 1 Overview of the processing pipeline based on SCT. Briefly, for each participant, the SC is automatically
segmented on the T1w, T2w, GRE-T1w, and mean DWI scans, while the gray matter is segmented on the MEGRE scan (after averaging across echoes). Vertebral labeling is run on the T1w scan, followed by registration of
the PAM50 template to each contrast. Estimated metrics are shown in red.

Dataset management. Figure 2 illustrates the data management workflow. Datasets are managed using
git-annex (https://git-annex.branchable.com/); git-annex is built on git technology and enables the separation of
large files (NIfTI images, hosted on Amazon Web Services, AWS) from small files (metadata and documentation,
hosted on GitHub). This decision was based on the modularity of git-annex (multiple mirrors can be added)
and its compatibility with Datalad18. The documentation for contributing to the repositories is hosted on a wiki
(https://github.com/spine-generic/spine-generic/wiki).
To facilitate data aggregation across centers, we used the Brain Imaging Data Structure (BIDS) convention19.
BIDS notably features JSON metadata files as a sidecar for each NIfTI file, which includes relevant acquisition
parameters, making it easy to assess how well each site followed the generic protocol and which parameters
were modified. Parameter verification (within a specified tolerance) as well as file and folder naming is automated (https://spine-generic.rtfd.io/en/latest/data-acquisition.html#checking-acquisition-parameters) such that,
every time new participants are added to the database, a notification is sent to a continuous integration system (e.g., https://github.com/spine-generic/data-multi-subject/runs/2730553396?check_suite_focus=true) that
downloads the dataset and runs custom scripts to verify the validity of the dataset. For example, if a flip angle for a
particular volume exceeded the tolerance range, the BIDS validator would fail and the data would not be merged.
In that case, the management team would reach out to the data contributors asking if they can reacquire the data.
If not, the data would not be added to the dataset. Another (less problematic) example: if a file was incorrectly
named (sub_amu01_T2w.nii.gz instead of sub-amu01_T2w.nii.gz), the BIDS validator would fail.
In that case, the management team would manually correct the file name, commit and push the change to the
working branch and wait for the BIDS validator to pass before being able to merge the new data on the main
(master) branch. Below is an example of the “BIDS Validator” script output (only showing part of it):
WARNING: Incorrect FlipAngle: sub-amu01_T2w.nii.gz; FA=180 instead of 120
WARNING: Incorrect RepetitionTime: sub-amu02_T2w.nii.gz; TR=2 instead of 1.5
WARNING: Incorrect FlipAngle: sub-amu02_T2w.nii.gz; FA=180 instead of 120
WARNING: Incorrect RepetitionTime: sub-amu03_T2w.nii.gz; TR=2 instead of 1.5
WARNING: Incorrect FlipAngle: sub-amu03_T2w.nii.gz; FA=135 instead of 120
Missing jsonSidecar:./derivatives/labels/sub-oxfordOhba05/anat/
sub-oxfordOhba05_acq-T1w_MTS_seg-manual.json
Missing jsonSidecar:./derivatives/labels/sub-oxfordOhba05/anat/
sub-oxfordOhba05_T1w_labels-disc-manual.json
Missing jsonSidecar:./derivatives/labels/sub-oxfordOhba05/anat/
sub-oxfordOhba05_T1w_RPI_r_labels-manual.json
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Fig. 2 Illustration of the dataset management, from acquisition to end-user consumption.
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Fig. 3 Axial views of good quality data for all sequences in the spine generic protocol across various slices (the
exact coverage along the SC varies because the slice thickness varies across sequences). DWI corresponds to the
mean DWI data after motion correction. The images are from different participants. T1w: vuiisAchieva02; T2w:
milan01; T2*w (ME-GRE): brnoCeitec01; MT0, MT1, T1w (for the MTS protocol) and DWI : barcelona04.
Axial views were automatically generated by SCT’s QC report.

Technical Validation

Data quality. Overall, data quality was satisfactory based on qualitative visual inspection. Criteria included
the correctness of field of view prescription, proper selection of receive coils, quality of shimming (assessed by
looking at fat saturation performance and the presence of susceptibility distortions), and the presence and severity of motion artifacts. Figure 3 shows examples of good quality data for all sequences. A few operator errors
occurred, including: mis-labeled MT0 for MT1 and MT1 for MT0, shim parameters changed between MT0 and
MT1 scans (causing different signal intensities, and hence not suitable for MT-based metrics), change of FFT scaling factor between the MT1/MT0 scans and the T1w scan used to compute MTsat and T1 maps (causing different
signal quantization and hence not suitable for MT-based metrics unless corrected for), and repositioning of the
participants, causing mis-alignment between the images before/after repositioning and violation of the analysis
pipeline assumptions (all images are supposed to be acquired with the patient in the same position). These errors
were not caught by the BIDS validator, but by the managing team during visual inspection of the data and interpretation of the qMRI metrics results. In future work, the data validator could be made sensitive to these issues.
For example, the FFT scaling factor and shim coefficient are sometimes retrievable from the DICOM data and
could be checked. Also, the qform (affine matrix present in the NIfTI header) could be checked to ensure consistency across data from the same series, e.g. MT1, MT0, GRE-T1w. Regarding the mis-labeling of MT1/MT0,
training a deep learning model to recognize image contrast could address this issue.
Figure 4 illustrates some of the image artifacts encountered during QC. A list of poor data quality scans is
available on the Github’s issues of the dataset under the label “data-quality” (https://github.com/spine-generic/
data-multi-subject/labels/data-quality); most of these were caused by patient motion. Mosaics of images for every
contrast and every participant are available in the supplementary materials (Figures S1–S5). Additional examples of good quality data are also available in the spine generic website (https://spine-generic.rtfd.io/en/latest/
data-acquisition.html#example-of-datasets).
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Fig. 4 Examples of image artifacts: (a) T1w MPRAGE taken in the same participant (from the single subject
database) at two different sites on a Siemens Prisma: oxfordFmrib (left) and juntendoPrisma (right). The slightly
larger cervical lordosis on the left likely induced more pronounced cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) flow and SC
motion resulting in the artifact shown in the axial view. (b) T2w scans showing signal drops in the CSF likely
due to a poorly-recovered CSF signal combined with flow effects. These two participants (beijingVerio01 and
strasbourg03), were acquired with a flip angle of 180° instead of the recommended 120°, which likely explained
the presence of those artifacts (longer TR was required for sufficient T1 recovery). (c) Axial view of ME-GRE
scans with (fslAchieva04, 1st row) and without motion (brnoCeitec01, 2nd row), and axial view of GRE-MT0
with (fslAchieva04, 3rd row) and without motion (barcelona04, 4th row). (d) Mean DWI scan from a Philips
site (ubc02, left panel) with a concatenated acquisition wherein odd slices are acquired during the first half of
the entire acquisition (spanning all b-vectors) and the even slices are acquired during the second half. In the
event of participant motion between those two acquisition sub-sets, apparent motion will be visible between
the odd and even slices. When odd and even slices are acquired closer in time (in ascending/descending mode,
or interleaved but sequentially within the same b-vector), this artifact is not visible (mountSinai03, right
panel). Such an artifact could be problematic for image registration with regularization along the S-I axis, or for
performing diffusion tractography. (e) b=0 image from a DWI scan (perform02) acquired with poor shimming
and resulting signal dropout. (f) Another example of poor shimming resulting in sub-efficient fat saturation,
with the fat being aliased on top of the SC. Here we show the mean DWI scan of a participant from the single
subject database (perform). (g) Effect of pulsatile movement on a non-cardiac gated acquisition (single subject,
juntendoAchieva). Diffusion-weighted scans (sagittal view) acquired at three b-vecs fairly orthogonal to the SC
(i.e., diffusion-specific signal attenuation should be minimum in the SC), showing abrupt signal drop at a few
slices (red arrows), likely due to cardiac-related pulsatile effects.

Quantitative results: Single subject. Overall, data quality was satisfactory. All images were visually
inspected to ensure that there were no significant errors in the masks used to average the signals in the SC,
WM or GM, and any errors were manually corrected. A list of poor quality scans is available on Github in the
issues for the dataset, under the label “data-quality” (https://github.com/spine-generic/data-single-subject/labels/
data-quality). Complete metrics and statistical tests are available in the r20201130 release assets (https://github.
com/spine-generic/data-single-subject/releases/download/r20201130/results.zip).
Figure 5 shows the SC CSA data from the T1w scan, averaged between cervical levels 2 and 3 (C2 and C3), for
the single participant across the 19 centers. Within each manufacturer, the inter-site standard deviation ranges
from 0.65 mm2 (Siemens) to 1.56 mm2 (GE), which is remarkably small considering that the size of a pixel is 1
mm2. The inter-site COVs were 2.3% for GE, 1.8% for Philips and 0.9% for Siemens. The inter-manufacturer
difference was significant (p < 0.01), with the Tukey test showing significant differences between GE and Philips
(p-adjusted = 0.03) and between GE and Siemens (p-adjusted < 0.01).
Figure 6 shows the SC CSA for the T2w scan, again averaged between cervical levels 2 and 3 (C2 and C3).
The inter-site COVs were 2.3% for GE, 2.1% for Philips and 1.5% for Siemens. The inter-manufacturer difference was significant (p < 0.01), with the Tukey test showing significant differences between Philips and Siemens
(p-adjusted < 0.01).
Figure 7 shows the gray matter CSA for the ME-GRE scan, averaged between cervical levels C3 and C4.
The inter-site COVs were 2.5% for GE, 3.4% for Philips and 3.4% for Siemens. The inter-manufacturer difference was significant (p < 0.01), with the Tukey test showing significant differences between GE and Philips
(p-adjusted < 0.01) and between Philips and Siemens (p-adjusted < 0.01).
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Fig. 5 Results of the single subject study for the T1w scan. The cross-sectional area (CSA) of the SC was averaged
between the C2 and C3 vertebral levels. Sites tokyoSigna2 and oxfordFmrib were excluded from the statistics due
to excessive motion.
Figure 8a shows the MTR average for the WM between C2 and C5. The inter-site COVs were 8.0% for GE,
4.2% for Philips and 3.6% for Siemens. The inter-manufacturer difference was significant (p < 0.01), but the Tukey
test showed no significant difference across pairwised manufacturers.
Figure 8b shows the MTsat results. The inter-site COVs were 11.3% for GE, 2.9% for Philips and 5.2% for
Siemens. The inter-manufacturer difference was significant (p < 0.01), with the Tukey test showing significant differences between GE and Philips (p-adjusted = 0.03), between GE and Siemens (p-adjusted < 0.01), and between
Philips and Siemens (p-adjusted < 0.01).
Sites perform and juntendo750w were excluded from the MTR statistics because the TR for the GRE-MT0 and
GRE-MT1 was set to 62 ms (vs. 35 ms for the other GE sites), causing a drastic decrease in MTR values. These
sites were not excluded from MTsat, because this metric is supposed to account for the T1 recovery effect12 as
was indeed observed, with those sites now falling inside the 1σ interval. The site tokyoSigna1 fell outside the 1σ
interval because of issues related to image registration.
Figure 9 shows the average fractional anisotropy (FA) in WM across C2 and C5. The inter-site COVs
were 0.8% for GE, 4.5% for Philips and 2.8% for Siemens. The inter-manufacturer difference was significant
(p < 0.01), but the Tukey test showed no significant difference across pairwised manufacturers. One of the outliers
(tokyo750w) was due to the absence of the FOCUS license, which led us to rely on saturation bands to prevent
aliasing. However, those were not efficient (likely due to poor shimming in the region), with poor fat saturation
efficiency that yielded spurious diffusion tensor fits (e.g. FA >1 or <0).
Average +/− standard deviation (SD) and COVs for mean diffusivity were, respectively, (0.62 +/− 0.03)
mm2/s and 5.6% for GE, (1.00 +/− 0.06) mm2/s and 5.71% for Philips, and (1.01 +/− 0.05) mm2/s and 4.83% for
Siemens. Average +/− SD and COVs for radial diffusivity were, respectively, (0.36 +/− 0.03) mm2/s and 7.21%
for GE, (0.51 +/− 0.06) mm2/s and 11.34% for Philips, and (0.54 +/− 0.03) mm2/s and 6.37% for Siemens.

Quantitative results: Multiple subjects. As in the case of the single subject data, all images were visually inspected to ensure that there were no significant errors in the masks used to average the signals in the SC,
WM or GM and any errors were manually corrected. Complete metrics and statistical tests are available in the
r20201130 release assets (https://github.com/spine-generic/data-multi-subject/releases/download/r20201130/
results.zip). Interactive plots are available on the spine generic website (https://spine-generic.readthedocs.io/en/
latest/analysis-pipeline.html#results).
In Figure 10 we show the multi-subject, multi-center results for the SC CSA (averaged between C2 and C3)
obtained from the T1w scan. The intra-site COVs were averaged for each manufacturer and found to be all just
under 7.8%. The inter-site COVs (and inter-site ANOVA p-values) were 3.08% (p = 0.52) for GE, 3.22% (p = 0.44)
for Philips and 4.41% (p = 0.12) for Siemens. The inter-manufacturer difference was significant (p = 0.0007), with
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Fig. 6 Results of the single subject study for the T2w scan. The cross-sectional area (CSA) of the SC was
averaged between the C2 and C3 vertebral levels.
the Tukey test showing significant differences between GE and Philips (p-adjusted < 0.01), and between GE and
Siemens (p-adjusted < 0.01).
Figure 11 has the CSAs obtained from the T2w scans (also averaged between C2 and C3). Again, intra-site
COVs were close to 8%. Inter-site COVs (and ANOVA results) were 4.24% (p = 0.13) for GE, 3.39% (p = 0.35)
for Philips, and 5.07% (p = 0.004) for Siemens. The inter-manufacturer difference was not significant (p = 0.17).
Interestingly, T2w images were found to lead to larger cord CSAs than T1w images. In Figure 12 we show the
relationship between T1w and T2w cord CSAs for all 3 manufacturers. Linear regressions led to R2 values that ranged
from 0.63 for GE scanners (note that the same sequence was not used for all GE scanners) to 0.90 for Philips scanners.
Figure 13 shows the GM CSA, averaged across C3 and C4. The intra-site COV ranges from 5.83% (Siemens)
to 9.16% (Philips). The inter-site COVs (and inter-site ANOVA p-values) were 4.22% (p = 0.14) for GE, 5.62%
(p = 0.03) for Philips, and 3.76% (p = 0.005) for Siemens. The inter-manufacturer difference was significant
(p = 2.3·10−13), with the Tukey test showing significant differences between GE and Philips (p-adjusted < 0.01),
and between Philips and Siemens (p-adjusted < 0.01). The larger intra-site COV on Philips and the significantly
lower values are likely due to the fact that some Philips sites used older versions of the consensus protocol, which
produced lower contrast between white and gray matter and, as a result, less reliable gray matter segmentations.
Figure 14 shows MTR results averaged between C2 and C5. The intra-site COVs were averaged for each
manufacturer and found to be all under 3.6%. The inter-site COVs (and inter-site ANOVA p-values) were 2.0%
(p = 0.03) for GE, 1.8% (p = 0.17) for Philips, and 2.3% (p < 0.01) for Siemens. The inter-manufacturer difference was significant (p < 0.01), with the Tukey test showing significant differences between GE and Philips
(p-adjusted = 0.02), and between GE and Siemens (p-adjusted = 0.01).
Figure 15 shows MTsat results, also averaged between C2 and C5. The intra-site COVs were all under 11%.
The inter-site COVs (and inter-site ANOVA p-values) were 7.5% (p < 0.01) for GE, 4.9% (p = 0.11) for Philips,
and 9.0% (p = 0.09) for Siemens. The inter-manufacturer difference was significant (p < 0.01), with the Tukey test
showing significant differences between GE and Philips (p-adjusted = 0.04), between GE and Siemens (p-adjusted
<0.01), and between Philips and Siemens (p-adjusted < 0.01). Some outliers have notable impacts on the standard deviations: nottwil03, nottwil04, pavia05. These outliers are likely caused by poor image quality due to participant motion on the MT0 scan (see the full reports on the Github issue https://github.com/spine-generic/
data-multi-subject/issues/36). Interestingly, these participants did not produce such outliers on the MTR results
(which is computed from the MT1 and MT0 scans), and the T1w scan looked visually normal. We therefore
decided to keep these participants on the figure in order to highlight possible implications about the reliability of
the MTsat measures as a myelin biomarker (see discussion). We also decided to keep the stanford site (removed
for MTR computation), because the T1 recovery effect induced by the different TR compared to other sites is supposed to be taken into account by the additional GRE-T1w scan when computing the MTsat metric, as is indeed
confirmed in the figure (average MTsat for this site falls within the 1σ-2σ interval).
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Fig. 7 Results of the single subject study for the ME-GRE scan. Gray matter CSA was computed after automatic
gray matter segmentation and averaged between C3 and C4 vertebral levels.
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Fig. 8 Results of the single subject study for the MT protocol. The mean MTR (a) and MTsat (b) were computed
in the white matter between C2 and C5. Sites perform and juntendo750w were excluded from the statistics
because the TR for the GRE-MT0 and GRE-MT1 was set to 62 ms (vs. 35ms for the other GE sites), causing
drastic decrease of MTR values. These sites were not excluded from MTsat.
Figure 16 shows FA results from the DWI scans, averaged between C2 and C5. The intra-site COVs were averaged for each manufacturer and found to be all under 5.2%. The inter-site COVs (and inter-site ANOVA p-values)
were 3.0% (p = 0.25) for GE, 3.6% (p < 0.01) for Philips and 3.5% (p < 0.01) for Siemens. The inter-manufacturer
difference was significant (p < 0.01), with the Tukey test showing significant differences between GE and
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Fig. 9 Results of the single subject study for the DWI protocol. The FA in the SC WM was averaged between the
C2 and C5 vertebral levels. The following sites were excluded: perform (strong fat aliasing artifact), tokyo750w
(poor shimming) and juntendoAchieva (no cardiac gating).

Fig. 10 Results of multi-subject study for the T1w scan. As in the single subject study, the cross-sectional area of the
SC was averaged between the C2 and C3 vertebral levels. Black, blue and green bars respectively correspond to GE,
Philips and Siemens, with the manufacturer’s model indicated in white letters on each bar. The following participants
were excluded from the statistics: balgrist01 (motion), beijingGE04 (motion), mniS06 (motion), mountSinai03
(participant repositioning), oxfordFmrib04 (participant repositioning), pavia04 (motion) and perform06 (motion).
Philips (p-adjusted < 0.01), between GE and Siemens (p-adjusted < 0.01), and between Philips and Siemens
(p-adjusted < 0.01). Average +/− SD and inter-site COVs for mean diffusivity were, respectively, (0.73 +/− 0.09)
mm2/s and 12.52% for GE, (0.97 +/− 0.08) mm2/s and 7.82% for Philips, and (0.99 +/− 0.04) mm2/s and 4.40%
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Fig. 11 Results of multi-subject study for the T2w scan. The cross-sectional area of the SC was averaged
between the C2 and C3 vertebral levels. The Siemens site beijingVerio was excluded from statistics (red cross)
due to different TR and FA causing biases in the segmentation volume. The following participants were
excluded: oxfordFmrib04 (T1w scan was not aligned with other contrasts due to participant repositioning),
pavia04 (motion) and mountSinai03 (participant repositioning).

Fig. 12 Relationship between CSA calculated from the T1w vs. T2w scans. The same site and participants
excluded in Figs 10 and 11 were also excluded here.
for Siemens. Average +/− SD and COVs for radial diffusivity were, respectively, (0.42 +/− 0.04) mm2/s and
10.31% for GE, (0.48 +/− 0.06) mm2/s and 12.25% for Philips, and (0.52 +/− 0.05) mm2/s and 8.91% for Siemens.

Differences in qMRI results between manufacturers. Before discussing differences across and within
manufacturers, we would like to stress that results presented here will become further refined with time because,
as for any neuroimaging analysis pipeline, the algorithms evolve. Moreover, visual QC and manual corrections are
prone to human error. We therefore encourage users of this living database to provide feedback. As it is an open
source project, contributions are welcome. Also, as future participants are added, the statistics will be updated.
Spinal cord CSA. Within manufacturers, SC CSAs showed a maximum inter-site COV of 2.4% for the single
subject study and 5% for the multi-subject study, for both T1w and T2w contrasts, which is highly encouraging.
Overall, intra-site COVs were higher than inter-site COVs, which is expected because CSAs are known to vary
substantially across individuals20. Hence, taking the mean within each site and comparing it across sites somewhat smooths this inherent inter-individual variability, putting aside geographical differences. This could be the
goal of follow-up investigations.
Regardless of the manufacturer, intra-site COVs were about two-fold higher for SC CSAs (8%) compared to
MTR and DTI-FA (4–5%). This result is not surprising, considering that, as noted above, SC size is known to vary
across healthy adults, while white matter microstructure (which MTR and DTI-FA measure) is not expected to
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Fig. 13 Gray matter CSA computed after automatic gray matter segmentation on the ME-GRE scan and
averaged between C3 and C4 vertebral levels. The following participants were excluded due to motion artifacts:
amu03, fslAchieva04, vuiisIngenia04 and vuiisIngenia05.

Fig. 14 MTR results computed from the GRE-MT0 and GRE-MT1 scans and averaged in the SC WM between
the C2 and C5 vertebral levels. The following sites were removed from the statistics: stanford (large difference
in the TR), fslAchieva (wrong field of view (FOV) placement). The following participants were also removed:
beijingPrisma04 (different coil selection, shim value and FOV placement between MT1 and MT0), geneva02
(FOV positioning changed between MT1 and MT0), oxfordFmrib04 (T1w scan was not aligned with other
contrasts due to participant repositioning).
vary much between healthy individuals21. Note that there is no conclusive evidence of a correlation of SC CSA
with age22, although some studies do report smaller cord area in older participants23,24. There is currently no
accepted consensus on an effective and reliable normalization method for SC CSA20. Given that CSA is a widely
used biomarker for neurodegenerative diseases such as MS, reducing that inter-subject variance is a much needed
goal for the research community.
T1w scans showed slightly better intra- and inter-site COVs compared to T2w scans. This is rather surprising,
given that T2w scans look visually cleaner, with a sharper SC/CSF border, and the fact that they are less prone
to participant or SC motion artifacts. The SC CSAs obtained from the T1w scans were significantly lower for GE
scanners, compared to both Philips and Siemens, whereas for T2w scans, the CSA was comparable across all three
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Fig. 15 MTsat results computed from the GRE-MT0, GRE-MT1 and GRE-T1w scans and averaged in the SC WM
between the C2 and C5 vertebral levels. The following site was removed from the statistics: fslAchieva (wrong FOV
placement). The following participants were also removed: beijingPrisma04 (different coil selection, shim value
and FOV placement between MT1 and MT0), geneva02 (FOV positioning changed between MT1 and MT0),
oxfordFmrib04 (T1w scan was not aligned with other contrasts due to participant repositioning).

Fig. 16 Results of multi-subject study for the DWI scan. The FA of the SC WM was averaged between the C2
and C5 vertebral levels. The following participants were excluded: beijingPrisma03 (wrong FOV placement),
mountSinai03 (T2w was re-acquired, causing wrong T2w to DWI registration), oxfordFmrib04 (participant
repositioning) and oxfordFmrib01 (registration issue).

manufacturers. Variability of CSA across manufacturers could be due to (i) sequence parameters and/or reconstruction filters (e.g. smoothing) that alter the boundary definition, and/or (ii) differing field-strength between manufacturers (2.89 T for Siemens, 3.00 T for GE and Philips MRI) that change the apparent tissue contrasts25.
Interestingly, the SC CSA was overall higher on T2w vs. T1w sequences (see Fig. 12). The sensitivity of image
contrast to CSA measurements has already been reported in a study comparing T2w SPACE and T1w MPRAGE
sequences26, and in another study comparing T1w MPRAGE (3D-TFE) and 3D phase sensitive inversion recovery
(PSIR) sequences27. As discussed elsewhere28, discrepancies in measurements across MR sequences and parameters could be caused by the slightly darker contour of the T2w image, accentuating partial volume effects with the
surrounding CSF, T2* blurring, Gibbs ringing, motion and flow artifacts. These differences would thus change the
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identification of the SC boundaries by either the user (in case of manual segmentation) or an algorithm (in case of
automated segmentation). It is worth noting that the type of MRI contrast can also impact the physical appearance
of the boundaries. For example, the dura mater has a relatively short T2* value and hence its apparent location varies
with the choice of TE in gradient echo sequences29. Age-related increases in iron deposition in the dura mater can
also lead to CSA under-estimation, due to T2* reduction, which can be a confounding factor in longitudinal studies.
In order to measure CSA in retrospective or longitudinal studies, we therefore recommend sticking to exactly
the same sequence and parameters. Users of our proposed protocols have the option of deriving the SC CSA
from T1w or T2w images. While the two contrasts did lead to different SC CSA values, these have been modeled
for each manufacturer. This means that when users compare SC CSA values that were obtained from different
contrasts, they can account for differences between them by either acquiring sufficient data themselves, using
our protocol and modeling the relationship between T1w and T2w SC CSA, or by using our estimated regression
coefficients linking T1w CSA with T2w CSA (Fig. 12).
Gray matter CSA. In terms of the GM CSA, for the multi-subject dataset, GM CSAs showed a maximum
inter-site COV of 5.6% (3.5% for the single subject dataset), which is highly encouraging, especially considering
the small size of the GM, making CSA measures very sensitive to segmentation errors. Also worth mentioning
is the inter-site standard deviation ranging from 0.64 to 0.76 mm2 (0.41 to 0.57 mm2 for single subject), which is
remarkable considering that the effective in-plane spatial resolution of the image is 0.5 × 0.5 mm2, i.e., the precision is roughly the size of the pixel.
Philips scanners led to significantly lower CSA values here and also larger intra-site COVs, which is likely
due to the fact that some Philips sites used older versions of the consensus protocol that produced lower contrast between white and gray matter and, as a result, less reliable gray matter segmentations. The current Philips
protocol has different echo times and an increased saturation band power. The latter has the effect of generating
a greater MT effect and, consequently, improved WM/GM contrast. The only site benefiting from these changes
was ubc, which explains the GM CSA values being slightly closer here to those of the Siemens and GE sites.
Magnetization transfer. The MT protocol includes MTR and MTsat metrics, both of which are sensitive to myelin
loss30,31. Owing to the use of GRE-T1w images (in addition to the MT1 and MT0 scans), MTsat is less sensitive to
T1 recovery effects12,32, as has been confirmed by results from both the single- and multi-subject studies. However,
this benefit is largely outweighed by it being noisier than MTR with maximum intra- and inter-site COVs of 11%
and 9%, respectively, versus 4% and 2.3% for MTR. On the other hand, the higher COVs may be compensated by
a higher sensitivity to myelin loss, given that myelin content appears to be more closely related to MTsat than to
MTR30. This warrants further investigation in a patient population exhibiting abnormal myelination. Despite these
somewhat discouraging results for the MTsat and T1 metrics, the GRE-T1w scan could still be kept in the spine
generic protocol because it is short (~1 min) and could be useful for detecting hypointense lesions.
We otherwise noticed larger differences for the GE site compared to Philips and Siemens, which is likely attributed to the different MT pulse shape (Fermi for GE vs. sinc for Philips, and Gaussian for Siemens), and possibly
different offset frequencies and energy. Another potential source of difference is that the acquisition matrix for
the GE sites had to be reduced to 192 (instead of 256 for Philips/Siemens) because older software versions did not
have ASSET (parallel imaging technique used by GE) on the GRE sequence that features the MT pulse.
Diffusion weighted imaging. As with MTR, DTI metrics showed very little intra- and inter-site variabilities. FA
values were similar between Siemens and Philips, but significantly lower for GE. One possible explanation may
lie in the different noise properties, which are known to impact DTI metrics33. Differences in noise properties
could be related to receive coil properties, reconstruction of the images (GE data are reconstructed on a finer
grid) or filters applied by the image reconstructor, among other factors. Another possible cause for the lower FA
observed on the GE sites is the diffusion pulse sequence and the way diffusion gradients are played out (slew rate,
mixing time, maximum gradient strength). For Siemens, the lower FA for the vallHebron (Tim Trio, within the
2σ-3σ interval) and strasbourg (Verio, within the 1σ-2σ interval) sites compared to other Siemens sites is likely
caused by a much longer TE (99 ms for Trio and 95 ms for Verio, versus 55–60 ms for Skyra and Prisma), increasing noise amplitude with an impact in the DTI metrics. That said, amu and beijingVerio sites were also Verio, but
their FA values were within the 1σ interval. Other DTI metrics followed the same trends in terms of intra- and
inter-manufacturer variability, although COVs were higher, which could be explained by the less forgiving behaviour of these DTI metrics with respect to image quality (motion, ghosting, low signal-to-noise ratio).
Another factor which likely impacted the variability was the non-use/misuse of cardiac gating. As observed in
the single subject study, DTI metrics were abnormal for sites that did not use cardiac gating, as this led to a sudden drop in signal not related to microscopic water diffusion (see Fig. 4g). The present study reiterates the benefits
of cardiac gating in SC DWI experiments.

Usage Notes

BIDS convention. We recommend that researchers planning to contribute to the spine generic database or
creating other databases check the validity of the json sidecars associated with BIDS datasets. This will help
assess how well protocols are followed by different centers. For json files to contain the relevant information, it is
necessary that (i) DICOM fields include the relevant fields themselves, including the obvious (TR, TE, flip angle)
as well as lesser known parameters that can have a strong impact on the computed metrics (water excitation, fat
saturation, monopolar vs. bipolar readout, etc.), and (ii) that these fields are populated in the json files. Checking
these parameters as well as the files and folder names can be automatized via continuous integration (e.g., GitHub
Actions, as used in the present study).
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Another advantage of the BIDS convention is that it enables the standardization of the inputs/outputs of complex analysis pipelines, or so-called “BIDS Apps” (https://bids-apps.neuroimaging.io/). For example, the proposed
analysis pipeline for the spine generic project can be applied ‘as is’ to another dataset organized according to BIDS.

Concluding remarks and future directions.

To the best of our knowledge, this study features the first
“large-scale” multi-center SC qMRI datasets ever acquired and made public. These datasets are shared according to the ‘Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable’ (FAIR) principles34. The normative values from the
multi-subject dataset could serve as age-matched healthy control references. More generally, these datasets will
be useful for developing new image processing tools dedicated to the SC, and the fact that they are public and
version-tracked with git-annex technology makes it possible for researchers to compare tools with the same data.
Lastly, important efforts were deployed to make the data analysis methods fully transparent and the results
reproducible. The analysis is fully automated - aside from minor manual corrections when necessary-, minimizing user bias and facilitating large multi-center studies. We hope this analysis framework can serve as an example
for future studies and we encourage researchers to use it. The SC MRI community has initiated a forum (https://
forum.spinalcordmri.org/) to encourage discussions about these open-access datasets, and to pitch new ideas for
subsequent analyses and acquisitions.
In a time where reproducibility of scientific results is a major concern35, we believe a consensus acquisition
protocol along with publicly-shared datasets and a transparent analysis pipeline provide a solid foundation for the
field of SC qMRI so that, in the future, inclusion of the SC in neuroimaging protocols will become a “no-brainer”.

Code availability

Data were processed using Python and shell scripts contained in the spine-generic package (https://github.com/
spine-generic/spine-generic/releases/tag/v2.6), which is distributed under the MIT license. A comprehensive
procedure is described in the “Analysis pipeline” section of the spine generic website (https://spine-generic.rtfd.io/).
This procedure includes the list of dependent software packages to install, a step-by-step analysis procedure with
a list of commands to run, a procedure for quality control and for manual correction of intermediate outputs (e.g.
cord segmentation and vertebral labeling). The procedure includes embedded video tutorials and has been tested
by external users. The analysis documentation also includes a section on how to generate the static figures that
are shown in this article (in PNG format) as well as the interactive figures embedded in the spine-generic website.
Notable software used in this study include: the Spinal Cord Toolbox v5.0.1 (https://spinalcordtoolbox.com) to
analyse the MRI data, pandas36 to perform statistics, plotly v4.12.0 (https://plotly.com) to display the interactive
plots, brainsprite v0.13.3 (https://brainsprite.github.io/) for embedding in the online documentation an interactive
visualization of example datasets, pybids37 for checking the acquisition parameters on the BIDS datasets, FSLeyes
v0.34.0 (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FSLeyes) for manually-correcting the segmentations.
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